An HH-60 Pave Hawk, assigned to the 31st Rescue
Squadron, extracts simulated injured Airmen
during a mass casualty exercise Oct. 3, at Camp
Hansen. The HH-60 Pave Hawk’s primary function
is personnel recovery in hostile conditions and
military operations other than war in day, night or
marginal weather.
(U.S. Air Force photos by Airman 1st Class Greg Erwin)

353rd
SOG aNd
31st RQS
coOrDinaTe
A maSs
casualty
aND
ExtraCtioN
eXeRcise

353rd Special Operations Support Squadron Deployed Aircraft
Ground Response Element Airmen, await treatment of simulated
injuries during a mass casualty exercise Oct. 3, at Camp Hansen.
Every 90 days, pararescue Airmen are required to perform medical
situational exercises such as mass casualty readiness training to
remain combat ready, and prepared to defend Team Kadena and our
allies in the Indo-Asia-Pacific region.
(U.S. Air Force photos by Master Sgt. Bon Strout)
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Time to reset your health care habits
By Navy Vice Adm. Raquel Bono
Defense Health Agency

I

was recently a speaker at a women’s leadership
symposium and was asked for strategies for
proactively managing one’s health when faced
with hectic schedules and numerous responsibilities.
I could totally relate and the timing couldn’t be better!
October is Women’s Health Month and a great time
to remember that we, as women, owe it to ourselves
and our loved ones to make our health a priority.
Focusing on healthy lifestyle habits, ensuring we
get regular checkups and immunizations, and being
our own best advocates for care will help us live
healthier and happier lives. Throughout October, we
will feature stories about important women’s health
topics. To start things off, I’m encouraging women
to take command of their health by resolving to do
three things today that will make a difference in your
tomorrows.
First, get to the heart of the matter! Heart disease
accounts for about one in every four deaths in women
each year, making it the leading cause of death for

women in the United States, according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention. But you can take
steps to reduce your risk through healthier habits and
lifestyle changes such as limiting alcohol consumption,
saying no to smoking, eating plenty of vegetables
and fruits, getting quality sleep, reducing stress, and
exercising. As a bonus, these same habits reduce the
risk of developing diabetes, chronic lower respiratory
diseases, and other chronic conditions. Check out the
resources TRICARE offers, including tools to help you
quit smoking, as well as tools on health.mil to help you
focus on your physical fitness and weight management.
Second, don’t slack off on preventive care, including
regular checkups, cancer screenings including
colonoscopies, and reproductive health care. TRICARE
covers well-woman exams annually for women
younger than 65. This can include breast exams,
pelvic exams, and Pap smears as needed. Keeping up
with immunizations is another essential preventive
measure. Your doctor will advise you on scheduling

immunizations during your regular checkups.
Finally, be a strong advocate for your own health.
Some time ago, I was at my doctor’s office discussing
a recurring issue I was having. Despite being a
physician and hospital commander at the time, he
doubted my problem because a lab result had not yet
been added to my record. This kind of dismissal of a
patient’s concerns undermines health care delivery.
Which is why we, at the Defense Health Agency, are
committed to ensuring that every member of our
beneficiary population of 9.4 million people gets
personalized, responsive, and respectful care. By
taking charge of your wellness and lifestyle habits, and
clearly expressing your health concerns and questions,
you become an active partner with your provider in
staying healthy.
Women’s Health Month can be your starting point
to reset your habits – and make lifelong differences in
your health and wellness. Let’s take command of our
health!

Milestone changes coming to TRICARE
By Military Health System
Communications Office

10/4/2017 - FALLS CHURCH, Va. —
TRICARE beneficiaries will soon have
increased access to health care through key
changes that are set to take place in January
2018. With the benefit set to undergo some
of the biggest improvements in more than
two decades, beneficiaries will be able to
take command of their health care through
expanded choices. These improvements
include wider access to network providers,
updated enrollment to reduce disruptions
in care, and simplified co-payments.
The Defense Health Agency recently met
a key requirement for implementing these
changes, with the publication of a formal
document – called an Interim Final Rule –
that establishes the legal “rules of the road”
for putting in place changes mandated by
Congress. The Interim Final Rule is now
available for public review and comment.
“We are working hard to use the opportunity Congress gave us to continue
building a health plan that does even better for our beneficiaries, the warfighter,
and the taxpayers who support us,” said
Vice Adm. Raquel Bono, director of Defense Health Agency.
The goal of this change is to keep beneficiaries healthy by providing better health

care options. This includes allowing doctors
to make the decisions on whether beneficiaries need a referral or specialty care instead
of the regional contractors. Urgent care
will be available without a referral through
either the military hospital or clinic or at a
civilian urgent care center in areas the military health facility is not an option.
TRICARE is changing. Here is what
beneficiaries need to know: Some of the
key changes that will become effective on
January 1, 2018, will affect region consolidation, TRICARE plans, enrollment, and
costs. There are currently three TRICARE
regions in the United States, including TRICARE North, South, and West. Starting in
2018, these regions will become TRICARE
East and West. They will be administered
by Humana Military and Health Net Federal Services. This change will allow for
better coordination between the military
hospitals and clinics and the civilian health
care providers in each region.
Several changes will also occur in coverage plans at the start of the new year.
TRICARE Select will replace TRICARE
Standard and TRICARE Extra. In the
U.S., TRICARE Select will be a self-managed, preferred provider network option.
Beneficiaries will not be required to have
a primary care manager and can visit any

TRICARE-authorized provider for covered services without a referral. Overseas,
TRICARE Overseas Select will provide
access to both network and non-network
TRICARE authorized providers for medically necessary covered services. TRICARE Select, both stateside and overseas,
includes additional preventive care services previously only offered to TRICARE
Prime beneficiaries. Beneficiaries can
review all available plans at www.tricare.
mil/changes under the plan finder.
Starting on January 1, 2018 all current
beneficiaries will also be automatically
transitioned into their respective plan as
long as they are eligible. TRICARE Prime
enrollees will remain in this plan. TRICARE Standard and Extra beneficiaries
will be converted to TRICARE Select.
Beneficiaries will be able to choose to enroll in or change coverage plans throughout the year long grace period in 2018.
Beginning in fall 2018, enrollment will
move to a calendar year open enrollment
season like federal employee plans. During
this time, active enrollment will be required to change plans for the following
year. Those who are retiring will have to
choose their plan and enroll to retain coverage. The open enrollment season begins
on the Monday of the second full week in

November and run through the Monday of
the second full week in December of each
calendar year starting in 2018. All beneficiaries should make sure their information
is current in DEERS now so they are converted to the correct plan in January. Learn
more about enrollment changes.
Beneficiaries will shift to a copayment
structure from the current cost-share
structure also starting on January 1, 2018.
With fixed costs for specific services, beneficiaries will be able to better predict
their health care costs. Updated out-ofpocket costs for 2018 will be available at
www.tricare.mil/changes.
While the upcoming changes are significant, the goal of the Military Health
System is to continuously improve health
care for all its beneficiaries. Beneficiaries
can prepare for the upcoming changes
by visiting the TRICARE Changes page,
where they can sign up for email alerts,
complete a beneficiary checklist, and see
available plans and updated costs for 2018.
“This marks a major milestone in our
effort,” said Bono. “It highlights the opportunity for our beneficiaries to take
command of their health plan, and our
responsibility to ensure that these historic changes to TRICARE are a success for
beneficiaries and the Department.”

Published by Eight Co., Ltd. a private firm in no way connected with the U.S. Air Force, under exclusive written contract with the 18th Wing. The civilian enterprise Air Force newspaper is an authorized publication for members of the U.S. military services overseas. Contents of Samurai Gate are not necessarily
the official views of, or endorsed by, the U.S. government, the Department of Defense, the Department of the Air Force or Eight Co. Ltd. of the products or
services advertised. The appearance of advertising in this publication, including inserts or supplements, does not constitute endorsement by the Department of Defense, the Department of the Air Force or Eight Co. Ltd. of the products or services advertised. Everything advertised in this publication shall
be made available for purchase or patronage without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, marital status, physical handicap, political affiliation or any other non-merit factor of the purchaser, user or patron. For commercial advertising, inquiry, send an email to info@samuraigate.jp

Official Kadena Air Base inquiries: 18wg.papublicaffairs@us.af.mil DSN:634-3813
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PACAF command
chief visits Kadena

(Courtesy photos)

Chief Master Sgt.
Anthony Johnson,
Pacific Air Forces
command chief,
visited Team Kadena
to speak with Airmen
and answer their
questions and
concerns. CMSgt
Johnson also took
time to thank the
Airmen for their
dedication to mission
readiness and vital
role in maintaining
peace and stability
in Pacific Theater for
the U.S. and its allies.
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Origami Peace Crane Project
Multiple DODEA-Okinawa schools
donated thousands of origami
cranes to the Yomitan City Office in
response to the recent vandalism at
the Chibichirigama cave, a sacred
memorial site where mass suicides
took place during World War II.
DODEA students, faculty members,
and parents participated in the
Origami Peace Crane Project in
an effort to help restore the cranes
destroyed — volunteering to fold
and gather the paper cranes to
give to the Okinawa community.
U.S. Army Garrison Commander
LTC Hohn personally thanked the
schools at the recent DODEAOkinawa School District Advisory
Committee Oct. 4.
(Courtesy photos)

Rope inspection ceremony

(Courtesy photo)

U.S. Army Garrison-Okinawa Commander Lt. Col. Zachary B. Hohn was
invited to a rope inspection ceremony hosted by the Naha Giant Tug-of-War
Preservation Committee at Naha Military Port Oct. 3. The day began with
100 students from Bechtel Elementary School visiting Naha Military Port
for a tour of the giant rope, a demonstration of the rope-making process,
partaking in firefighting activities with the Naha Military Port Firefighters
and hanging out with their mascot, Sparky. Afterwards, Naha City Mayor
Mikiko Shiroma led the unveiling and inspection of the rope and celebrated
its completion with the committee members. This inspection takes place
in preparation for the annual Naha Giant Tug-of-War Festival, Oct. 8. Mr.
Seiichi Tamaki, the President of the Naha Giant Tug-of-War Preservation
Committee, expressed his gratitude to Hohn saying, “with support from
the U.S. Army Garrison-Okinawa, we were able to complete making this
beautiful rope. We are very proud of having this rope which is listed in the
Guinness World Book of Records as the biggest rope made of rice straw in
the world and hope people not only from Okinawa but also from all over the
world enjoy the great moment pulling together at the festival.” Naha Military
Port is used for the rope-making process which, thanks to the good weather
and absence of typhoons this year, went smoothly. It took the 17-person
staff 40 days to make the 200 meter rope weighing 40 tons. Hohn said, “it
is honorable to support this Okinawan traditional cultural event and this
valuable heritage that is passed down from generation to generation. I look
forward to joining the festival sharing time with the community.”
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From the base to the fight, every
Airman can protect the power
By Melissa Tiedeman

Secretary of the Air Force for Installations,
Environment and Energy

10/6/2017 - WASHINGTON — October
is Energy Action Month across the federal government, and for the Air Force, it
represents an opportunity to remind Airmen of the role energy plays in fulfilling
the Air Force’s mission.
The Air Force theme this year, “Protect the Power,” calls on Airmen and the
larger Air Force community to practice
smarter, more efficient energy and water
consumption behaviors to enhance mission assurance.
“With threats to our power infrastructure increasing — in numbers and
severity — enhancing mission assurance
through energy assurance is critical to
readiness. Now is the time to address
these challenges; every kilowatt-hour,
every gallon, and every idea counts,” said
Richard Hartley, acting assistant secretary of the Air Force for installations, environment and energy.
“As we look to the future, improving
resiliency through optimized demand
and assured supply will play a key role
in enhancing our combat capabilities.
We need every Airman to play a part,
reducing their demand for energy and
innovating to bring resilient and efficient
approaches to the table,” Hartley said.
The Air Force consumes significant
quantities of energy protecting the nation’s interests. With so many of our missions operated from our bases, building
resilience, reliability and efficiency into

energy operations is vital to our combat
capability. To achieve these objectives,
Mark Correll, deputy assistant secretary
of the Air Force for environment, safety
and infrastructure, encourages Airmen to
participate, both at work and at home.
“Energy Action Month is an important reminder to everyone that energy is
a critical aspect of all Air Force missions,”
said Correll. “Regardless of where or what
the mission is, we require electricity and
fuel to operate. By increasing their energy awareness and understanding, Airmen
make energy a consideration in all they
do and, in turn, increase our capabilities."
“Fuel consumes 82 percent of the
total Air Force energy budget, however increasing energy efficiency means
more than just cost savings,” said Roberto Guerrero, deputy assistant secretary
of the Air Force for operational energy.
“Making energy a consideration in future
platforms and looking at current processes for ways to optimize energy use is the
key to bringing greater combat capability, more training, and lower sustainment
costs to the Air Force mission.”
Airman making smarter energy choices and integrating energy efficient technologies and fuel optimization measures
has a direct positive impact on combat
capability. That is why the Air Force is
challenging Airmen to increase their
awareness of the energy and water they
use, understand its impact on the mission, and continuously look for ways to
better utilize these critical resources.
This means many Airmen taking small

steps, such as turning off lights. And it
means the Air Force making large enterprise-level moves, such as energy savings
performance contracts that finance multimillion dollar energy saving infrastructure improvements or optimizing fuel
use and increasing training opportunities by adjusting aircraft training routes.
No matter the size or complexity of the
change, every Airman can take action to
“Protect the Power.”
For more information on Energy Action Month, visit the Secretary of the Air
Force for Installations, Environment and
Energy’s Energy Action Month website.
Air Force Energy Facts (through fiscal
year 2016):
• Spent $5.8 billion last year for electricity, heat, and fuel
- 82 percent for aviation fuel
- 16 percent for installation electricity
& heat
- 2 percent for ground vehicle and
equipment fuel
• Reduced facility energy usage by 10
percent since 2011
• Increased on-site renewable energy
usage by 12 percent from 2015 to 2016
• Have more than 134 megawatts of onbase renewable energy capacity
• Reduced total fuel consumption for
ground vehicles by 20 percent since
2008
• Improved aviation energy productivity
by 5.7 percent since 2011
• Reduced aviation fuel consumption by
23 percent since 2011
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Airman drummer beats adversity with style

By Airman 1st Class
Sadie Colbert
35th Fighter Wing Public Affairs

10/6/2017 - WASHINGTON — Those
who know him would normally describe
him as soft-spoken and reserved, but life
was and is anything but quiet for this
musically-inclined Airman.
Since birth Airman 1st Class Kyle Henaire’s parents believed he was destined
to have an instrument in his hands.
“When he was an infant, we took him
in for his six-month checkup and the
doctors told us Kyle had a musical heart
beat,” said his mother, Nicole Henaire.
“His father and I knew from birth he was
supposed to play.”
Although Kyle’s primary job has him
working with radio frequencies and
transmissions as a 35th Communications Squadron Airman, initiating conversations with his peers has always been
a struggle for him since he was younger.
“We thought he would never talk,”
Nicole said. “He only whispered two or
three words, sometimes, but after a few
years of studying, it turned out he was
just a super quiet kid because he is just so
thoughtful about what he says.”
Around age 10 he came out of his shell
as the joy of music reverberated through
his personality.
“I started playing the drums in Okinawa, Japan, when my dad was stationed
there,” Kyle said. “The drum instructor
taught me all my basic rudiments, consisting of single and double-stroke rolls,
paradiddles and flams.”
Kyle said learning those building
blocks of drums helped jumpstart his
musical journey as he and his family

(U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Sadie Colbert)

^Airman 1st Class Kyle Henaire, a 35th Communications Squadron radio frequency transmissions systems technician,
places the drums at Misawa Air Base, Japan, Aug. 11.

moved to Fort George G. Meade, Maryland, where he met his next instructor,
Frank Williams, a Grammy nominee.
“He definitely knew his stuff,” Kyle
said. “He helped transition me from the
snare drums to a drum set. I realized how
important it was to have your fundamentals down.”
Although Fort Meade was a great
place for developing his drumming, it
was where he faced the most difficult
challenges in his life.
“I was bullied pretty harshly because
people didn’t like the way I looked,” he
solemnly explained. “I got my bike stolen, I was beaten up — it was a horrible
time in my life.”
At that moment, Kyle said drumming
was the only thing that kept him going. If

he didn’t cling onto the little sliver of joy
in his life, he could have ended up in a
bad situation.
From there, the Henaires finished their
Maryland assignment and moved to Buckley, Colorado, where Kyle joined an emerging rock band, with his older brother.
“His dad and I would go to those
concerts and would just be amazed at
his skills,” Nicole said. “They opened for
many well-known bands, and we would
watch the crowd say how small but awesome he was at playing the drums.”
Kyle too thinks back on the band every once in a while, reminiscing on that
period in his life.
“I definitely miss playing in the band,
and I’m happy for them because they’re
doing well, but I decided rather than play

locally at bars for a living, I would join
the military,” Kyle recalled. “I’m in the
Air Force now and I’m in Japan, which I
couldn’t be happier about.”
He aspires to go to college, make a
good living and be able to support his future family and drumming hobby.
“I want to eventually have the means
to purchase newer drums and recording
equipment and play in front of people
again,” Kyle said.
Although he is starting a new chapter in his life, he still translates his love
for drumming into his everyday life, and
uses it as a way to stay resilient to accomplish his work tasks.
“Everyone in the Air Force experiences stress in one point of their life,”
Kyle said. “For me, drumming is the best
stress-relief method available. It’s really
nice to be able to get home from work,
put on some comfortable clothes and
hop on my drum set and play.”
He enjoys working in the satellite
terminal section, operating the federal signaling box, or commonly known
as the “giant voice,” which notifies base
residents in the event of an emergency so
they can take necessary safety measures.
In his free time, he happily works during
chapel’s contemporary service as the
drummer for praise and worship music
enabling him to continue his passion.
“This is not a job, it’s my hobby,” Kyle
affirmed. “I love playing the drums and I
wouldn’t give it up for the world.”
Once a soft-spoken teen, Kyle continues to walk to the beat of his own drum,
moving forward in life one flam, roll and
paradiddle at a time; sharing his love for
music to all who listen.
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Verification of personnel data critical
to enlisted promotion release
By Staff Sgt. Alexx Pons

Air Force’s Personnel Center Public Affairs

10/5/2017 - JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIO-RANDOLPH, Texas — The weeks
leading up to a promotion release can be
filled with anticipation for Airmen hoping to hear news that they have earned
the next Air Force rank and the responsibility that goes with it.
Knowing how to verify eligibility information and what to do if a score notice is not received can help ease some
of the anxiety involved in the enlisted
promotion process.
According to Senior Master Sgt.
Sheris Poisson, Enlisted Promotions
Policy superintendent at the Air Force’s
Personnel Center, the AFPC team conducts a 100 percent review of all select
records, like the 14,181 individual records for the 2017 staff sergeant release,
to confirm promotion selects before the
AFPC commander approves the release
date. She said the most common discrepancy they encounter during verification is documents that are not on file
in selection records.
“This can be anything from a decoration not reflected or reflecting incorrectly in an Airman’s Personnel Records
Display Application, or PRDA, to a Static Closeout Date Enlisted Performance
Report updated in the Military Personnel Data System, but not filed in PRDA,”
Poisson said.
PRDA is an electronic viewer with
role-based access that allows commanders, supervisors, first sergeants and Airmen to view enlisted and officer records
and essentially replaces the brown, six-

part folder that served as a Unit Personnel Record Group. Airmen can access
PRDA from the AFPC Secure dashboard.
“Airmen will not receive a score notice if a performance report is not updated correctly nor a matter of record in
PRDA, among others reasons,” Poisson
said.
She added that Airmen play a critical role in ensuring the accuracy of their
promotion data and documents. They
are responsible for completing a review
of their records in advance of each Promotion Eligibility Cut-off Date using
both PRDA and their Data Verification
Record, before, during and after the
promotion cycle, and when AFPC announces selections. The Data Verification Record, or DVR, is accessible from
the virtual Military Personnel Flight.
“For Airmen, the Data Verification
Record is the single most important tool
used to ensure information in the personnel system is complete and accurate,
while the records display application
ensures the accuracy of all records that
meet a central evaluation board,” Poisson said. “DVR instructions are emailed
to each eligible Airmen prior to each
cycle. Airmen can also review these instructions on myPers at any time.”
Poisson added that if Airmen find
discrepancies on their DVR or did not
receive a score notice, they should immediately contact their local Military
Personnel Section Enlisted Promotions
and Test Control office for assistance.
For more information about Air
Force personnel programs, visit the
myPers website.
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To submit an announcement for the base bulletin, please visit www.kadena.af.mil NO FEDERAL ENDORSEMENT OF PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS OR ACTIVITIES IS INTENDED.

Kadena and Camp Foster
Emergency Numbers
Kadena Fire Emergency Services reminds
everyone to program their cell phones
with the emergency numbers. To report
an emergency on Kadena via cell, dial
098-934-5911, and from an office phone,
dial 911. For Camp Foster via cell, dial
098-911-1911, or from an office phone,
dial 911.

AADD: Get Home Safe
Did you drink tonight? Made a plan but
it’s falling through? Can’t catch a cab? If
any of this applies to you, call AADD. Don’t
risk it all, when you can get a ride home for
free. Call AADD at the cell phone number
098-961-1110 and then ask for the USO
or dial DSN: 634-3889. We’re open from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. and we’re here to help.

How to Receive Emergency
Notifications in English on Cell Phone
Cell phones across Okinawa currently
receive emergency text notifications in
Japanese from mobile phone service
providers.
To
receive
emergency
notifications by e-mail in English, contact
the Readiness & Emergency Management
Flight at 634-4404.

How to File a Complaint with IG
If you believe you are unable to resolve
your complaint through supervisory
channels, you may seek IG assistance
to determine if the complaint should be
filed with the IG. You can file a complaint
if you reasonably believe inappropriate
conduct has occurred or a violation of law,
policy, procedures, or regulation has been
committed. Complete the personnel data
information on an AF Form 102 and briefly
outline the facts and relevant information
related to the issue or complaint. List

the allegations of wrongdoing briefly, in
general terms and provide supporting
narrative detail and documents later, when
interviewed by an IG person. Allegations
should be written as bullets and should
answer who committed the violation;
what violation was committed; what law,
regulation, procedures, or policy was
violated; when did the violation occur. Help
is available: Call your Kadena IG office at
634-7622 for Maj. Sarabia or 634-1109
for Mr. Lovingood, or leave a message on
the Kadena Fraud Waste & Abuse (FWA)
Hotline at 634-0404.

agents. The information that you provide
will remain protected. For medical staff to
properly cancel your appointment provide
them your rank if active duty, your first
and last name, last four numbers of the
sponsor's social security number, the
patient's date of birth, the clinic, and the
date and time of the appointment you
wish to cancel, or cancel online at www.
tricareonline.com. For more information,
call 18th Medical Group practice manager
at 630-4303.

Med Group Anonymous Feedback

The Women, Infants, and Children
Overseas is a supplemental nutrition
program
designed
for
pregnant,
postpartum, and breastfeeding women,
infants and children up to the age of 5.
As a WIC Overseas participant, you can
receive nutrition education in the form of
individual counseling and group classes,
breastfeeding
support,
supplemental
foods such as milk, juice, cheese, cereal,
eggs, and fresh fruits and vegetables, and
referrals to other health care agencies.
For more information, check financial/
residential eligibility, visit or call WIC
Overseas. All of WIC can be reached at
645-WICO (9426) or from a cell phone at
098-970-9426 (Options 1- Camp Foster;
2- Kadena Air Base; 3-Camp Kinser; 4Camp Courtney)
Kadena Air Base (Bldg. 428)
Camp Foster (Bldg. 5674)
Camp Courtney (Bldg. 4408)
Camp Kinser (Bldg. 107 Rm. 121)

The 18th Medical Group has just
implemented the Mystery Patient program
which allows patients to anonymously
grade our facilities and our patient/staff
interactions in several different areas of
performance. To participate, simply obtain
a Mystery Patient Questionnaire from the
Customer Service desk located at the main
entrance of the MDG; the questionnaire
can either be filled out during or after your
appointment and once it is complete, it
can be placed into any of the ICE comment
boxes located within the facility. For more
information, contact Master Sgt. Restie
Mangiliman at 630-4992 or Ms. Sherry
Vargas at 630-4785 or email at 18MDG.
SGHQ.MysteryPatient@us.af.mil.

Cancelling Medical Appointments
The Kadena Clinic, with the exception
of Mental Health, is making it easier to
cancel medical appointments with the
new 24/7 cancellation feature. Call 6304565 or commercial 098-960-4565, press
option 6 and leave a voicemail with your
appointment information. This voicemail
box is password protected and can only
be accessed by certified clinic appointing

Featured Okinawa Soba

More than 150,000 dishes of Okinawa soba is
consumed daily in Okinawa. It was first brought
from China as a feast served to the Ryukyuan
royal family and later spread to commoners in
the Taisho era. Free Okinawa soba can be enjoyed
anywhere on the island every October 17th.
Standard Okinawa soba is a dish of wide noodles
made with flour, salt, and lye water, served in a
broth made from pork bones and bonito flakes.

It is usually topped with pork spare ribs or pork
slices, fish cake, and green onions, but other toppings such as cooked vegetables, herbs, and pig
feet can also be added. Other islands also feature
their own soba- Miyako soba is eaten a special
way, Yaeyama soba has thinner noodles, and Daito
soba is served with thicker and twisted noodles.
Try eating at different places as noodles, broth,
meat, and ingredients differ from area to area.

WIC Overseas Program Enrollment
and Eligibility

submission photos are scheduled MonWed. Full length photos are only available
on Thurs. Official Passports are by
appointment only until further notice, MonFri, and require a letter from your UDM or
the passport office. For questions or to
schedule, please call 634-3813.

Kadena Lodging Shortages
Kadena Lodging is in a compressed state
for availability of rooms. We anticipate
limited to no space for the next 10-12
months. We will make our very best effort
to support your needs based either on
base if we have it or through certificate
of non-availability and a recommended
off base hotel list. Contact 632-1010
"Reservations" for more information.

18th Wing Equal Opportunity
Do you face concerns of unlawful
discrimination or sexual harassment? If
so, Kadena Air Base leadership maintains
a strict “zero-tolerance” policy pertaining
to discriminatory behavior. If you feel
you are being unlawfully discriminated
against, to include sexual harassment,
take action. We encourage members to
use the chain of command first to resolve
issues at the lowest level. However, you
can also contact the EO office at 634-2571
to set up an appointment; or you may visit
our office. Please note that the EO office
will not accept a Formal Complaint more
than 60 calendar days for military and
45 calendar days for civilian complaints
after the alleged offense occurred without
sufficient justification.

Public Affairs Photo Studio

Road Closure

The Public Affairs photo studio is open
Mon.-Thurs. from 9-11 a.m. and 1-4 p.m.
Appointments are available in half-hour
increments. Award, bio, or package

On Oct. 28, 2017 and on Oct. 29, 2017
from 0800 hrs to 1600 hrs, Fisher Avenue
by intersection of Roberts Avenue, will be
closed due to the installation of new water

Continued on PAGE 11
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and electrical lines. For any information or
concerns, please contact Akira Fair at 6344879, or Email akira.fair.jp@us.af.mil

Road construction on Vincent Ave.
Construction on Vincent Ave. began Sept.
1 and is projected to complete by Oct. 31.
Vincent Ave will be intermittently closed
between the hours of 0830 and 1630.
Warning signs will be posted two weeks
prior at both ends of the closed roads.

Mail Address Format
The mail addressees should inform
their mailers to not include “Japan” or
“Okinawa” in the APO or FPO mail address
format. If included, the mail may be routed
through the international postal system
instead of the military postal system, which
may result in a higher postage rate and
longer transit time to the addressee. For
more information / questions, contact at
634-3266 or 634-3244.

Mailing of Alcoholic Beverages
Due to transportation safety concerns,
please avoid mailing alcoholic beverages
such as beer, wine, and liquor through
the US military APO/FPO mail system.
Please call 634-3244 or 634-3266 for more
information.

Mailing Lithium-ion Battery in the
APO/FPO System
The mailing of lithium-ion batteries to and
from a US military APO/FPO address is
permitted when the batteries are properly
installed in an electronic device. Because
of safety concerns, defective lithium-ion
batteries or lithium-ion batteries that are
not installed in a device and instead packed
alone or separate from the electronic
device cannot be mailed. Lithium-ion
batteries are typically used in devices such
as mobile telephones, portable electronics,
and laptops. Please call 634-3244 or 3266
for more information / questions.

Mailing Addresses
To help prevent non-delivery of mail, please
enclose inside the mail piece the sender’s
address and the intended addressee.
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Enclosing the addresses inside the package
can help the Postal Service route the mail to
the addressee or returned to sender should
the exterior addresses become unreadable
or is separated from the mail piece. Call
Master Sgt. Richard Balanon at 634-3244
or 634-3266 for more information.

Learn Japanese & Chinese
Japanese & Chinese Classes for any level.
OHJ Skills 090-9788-2615 http://ohjskills.com

UPCOMING EVENTS

Kadena Fire Muster
Come out and compete for bragging rights
in the Kadena Fire Muster. The event takes
place at the BX Parking lot Oct. 20 from
1030-1430. The contest consists of five
events: Hotel pack carry - Pick up 200 ft 1 ¾
in wrapped hose on to shoulder carry it 50
ft zigzagging around cones. Hose roll dragRolled up 50 ft 4 in hose pull 50 ft with rope.
Keiser sled- Use a sledge hammer to hit a
metal beam 5 ft Dummy drag- Carry a 150
lb dummy 50 ft Hose pull- Carry a charged
1 ¾ in handline 50 ft The first 20 teams to
sign up will be eligible to participate. Teams
must consist of four people and at least one
female. Athletic apparel, boots and gloves
are recommended. Prizes will be awarded
to the top 2 teams and the fastest male and
female. For more information or register
your team please contact Staff Sgt. David
Clark at david.clark.68@us.af.mil or Staff
Sgt. Jacob Banuelos at jacob.banuelos@
us.af.mil or call 634-4500.

Hippotherapy for EFMP Families
Come out and enjoy spending time with
horses and learn about how hippotherapy
can assist people with disabilities.
This event is part of the exceptional
family member program and is open to
exceptional family members of any age.
Exceptional family members will be able to
feed, pet and ride the horses. The event
will take place Oct. 21, 2017 at Kenny Park
on Kadena Air Base from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

ASBP Blood Drive
The 372 TRS/ Det 15 will be hosting an
ASBP blood drive on October 26th from
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10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in building 938. All blood
types are needed. Come help support this
event and you could possibly save a life.

Kadena’s Third annual Veterans Day
Parade
Kadena’s Top III is hosting Kadena’s Third
annual Veterans Day Parade, Saturday,
Nov. 11, starting at 0900. From Kuter
and Douglas to Marek Park. More than
40 marching units; including 1-1 ADA,
Commander Fleet Activities, the 320
Special Tactics Unit, Young Marines Pacific
Battalion, multiple Air Force units, Boy and
Girl Scouts and everyone in between. If you
would like to volunteer please contact Tech.
Sgt. Jena DeViese email: jena.deviese@
us.af.mil phone: 634-5452 If your unit would
like to walk in the parade contact Master
Sgt. Lauren Strike at lauren.strike@us.af.mil
or call at 634-5475

Okinawa Kenpo - Kory Keiko
When: October 16th, 2017. Meet at 1830,
start training at 1900. Where: Ginowan
Community
Center,
5-13,
Maehara

11
3-Chome, Ginowan, Okinawa. Anyone 6
years old and up can attend, there is no
admission fee. Classes will be taught in
English and Japanese. Contact Sensei
Kiyan Toru, Okinawa Kenpo VP for more
details, email: okinawakenpokenyukai@
gmail.com or phone: 090-1947-8152

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY

AADD
Airmen Against Drunk Driving is looking
for volunteers. If you’re not a drinker, or if
you’re under 20, then it’s definitely perfect
for you! Regardless of rank, the times are
10 p.m.-1 a.m. on weekend nights and
there are six volunteers for every night.
Non-alcoholic drinks are provided. AADD
is also looking for squadron POC’s and
schedulers. This will help fill weekend and
event activities and will hopefully affect
even more folks around base. If you have
any questions please contact Airman 1st
Class Aaron Wright, AADD President, at
aaron.wright.15@us.af.mil or Senior Airman
Najera, AADD Vice-President, at lillian.
najera@us.af.mil.
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